
Miaoli Detention Center, Agency of Corrections,Ministry of Justice 

 2019 " Mr. Gao Successful experience sharing " Speech Activities 

  

Introducing Mr. Gao Zhaoliang Message from Chairman Lin 

  

"More Love" Sign Language Song Performance The speech is sincere and touching 

  

Speaking of indebtedness to parents Victims of the whole family of drug abuse 



  

Containee expresses testimony with tears in eyes Group photo 

Time：November 28, 2019,  09:30 to 11:00 

Location：Our teaching hall 

The number of participants：20 guests, 130 host  

Organizer：Counseling department 

Activity description： 

Mr. Gao is a model for rehabilitation. Hewas originally a drug offender, 

have been in and out of prison many times for more than ten years, and later 

repented and rehabilitation. We cooperated with the Miaoli Branch of the 

Rehabilitation to invite them to give a speech, and our Tzu Chi volunteer team 

also attended the event. 

Gao Zhaoliang told the host that his name was "Poison Bug", Elementary 

school thieves smoke, and middle schools begin to use drugs. For drug abuse, 

stealing and doing everything. As a result, he paid a painful price. He was not 

only imprisoned many times, but also broke the heart of his family. But since 

the pain was changed before the drug addiction was stopped, he joined Tzu Chi 

volunteers. Not only to start a family, but also to gain respect that I would never 

have thought of before. He said, "The greatest enemy of life is yourself." "As 

long as one person in a family takes drugs, the entire family is over." Call on 

drug users to turn back in time. 

Gao Zhaoliang once vowed to travel around the country's correctional 

institutions to share his experience. He smiled and said, "Today is the 47th 

institution and the 951th speech after repentance." He appeared from the 

perspective of "coming people", which attracted the on-site host to listen 

carefully. The humorous tone and the real and touching content sometimes 

cause laughter and sometimes deep tears. The event ended successfully with 

warm applause from the audience. 


